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Who Decides Who Gets to Be on Page One in Google’s Search Results?
When a searcher types in a search term like Fort Worth award winning restaurant, who decides who shows
up as number one and who shows up on page one in Google?
Books have been written on this question, but I will try to make it simple.
I will use Google because they are the search engine that most people use.
Google wants to display the results that most closely respond to the keywords that a user types into the search
box.
So, how do they decide which listing should be number one and which ones should be on page one of the results
for a search term? The biggest factor by far is the votes that a page gets.
WHAT? You didn’t know you and others were voting?
Votes in the search world are simpler to understand than you think. There are no hanging chads. They let the
world vote for a particular site in a lot of ways, but the most important measures Google uses are the number of
links that point at a site and the quality of the sites that those links come from.
Let me give an example.
If you own a restaurant, it’s fairly easy to get your friends to put a link on their web site that points at your
restaurant’s homepage. You could get dozens of these links if you have enough friends. Google sees them all,
and tabulates those votes, placing a value on each link.
(If you give them a link back, it’s called a reciprocal link and Google discounts the value of those links because
they are more like back scratching than endorsements or votes. Think of reciprocal links as like going down to
the bus station and paying $1 apiece to a bunch of bums to cast ballots for you. If Google catches you buying
votes, their votes essentially won't count.)
Google realizes that those links (or votes) from your friends for the restaurant don’t necessarily mean the food is
great. BUT, what if you get on CNN for those fabulous homemade rolls and CNN puts a link on their web site
back to your site? That link has a lot of authority because Google trusts CNN a lot more than the link from the
local tire shop’s 5 page web site, and that link from CNN would likely push your page rank way up, at least
temporarily.
Google also knows how much traffic a site has and a story on CNN with a link. (It’s also called a “backlink”)
will likely drive visitors to your restaurant’s site. Now when someone types in award winning Fort Worth
restaurant, you are likely to be in the top listings for that term, as well as best homemade rolls in your city, etc.
As time goes on, the votes lift your page rank, which increases the likelihood that your web site will be shown
close to the top of the listings for a chosen keyword phrase.
Web Marketing and Search Engine Optimization is always a part of any consulting or speaking assignment I do,
and we always make sure participants in our Peer Benchmarking Group Sessions understand the tools to gain
Optimum Page Rank as part of their overall strategy to increase business using strategic web development.

As a promoter of my businesses, I have had to become a web expert. Now I’m helping other small business
owners. I’ll be glad to share some of the dos and don’ts of creating an effective business web site with you.
Remember, only you can make BUSINESS GREAT!
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